The EWCA board is pleased to announce the 2020 EWCA conference to be held on July 8th – 11th, 2020, at the University of Graz, Austria. The theme of the upcoming conference will address the broad range of issues related to the concept of *empowerment* and its meaning for writing center work. We would like to invite EWCA members, affiliates and friends to contribute with research-based and practical-based presentations, workshops, roundtable discussions, posters and pechakuchas in order to sound out the empowering potential of writing center work. In addition to the opportunity to network and exchange ideas informally, EWCA2020 will endeavor to offer open spaces, time slots and other possibilities to meet within special interest groups.

**Conference theme**

Higher education is widely perceived as a promise of empowerment: It is assumed that access to new fields of knowledge and new social and cultural practices will empower students in higher education to successfully acculturate into and participate in their chosen discipline-specific communities of practice. In higher education institutes without dedicated writing programs, ensuring that promise of empowerment often falls to Writing Centers and various other kinds of student development centers.

Different approaches to student writing can determine the character and identity of a Writing Center within the educational system, influencing whether it is humanistic or technocist, hegemonic or counter-hegemonic, remedial or developmental. Writing Centers have to ask themselves what kind of center they want to be: Do they want to interface in live or virtual spaces? Do they want to uncritically teach established formal conventions or invite students to explore the social and political motivations behind those forms? Do they wish to pursue a deficit model? Or do they want to promote a more critical analysis of situated, disciplinary writing practices in third-level education?

Considering these aspects, we suggest the following questions/strands at our EWCA Conference 2020:

- What does/can empowerment mean in the context of writing center work? What are the opportunities? What are the pitfalls/limits?

- To what extent and in which respects do writing centers empower peers and those they tutor?

- **How can writing centers act as change agents to establish more empowering literacy practices throughout the higher education institute?**

- **How can writing centers empower non-traditional groups such as students from socio-economically marginalized communities, adult learners and students with home languages other than the dominant language?**

- **To what extent can the Activist WC Movement be a model for empowering writing center work?**

- **What does empowerment mean with regard to the digital turn in WC work?**
  - Kourbani, V. (2019). From Writing Center to Virtual Education Hub. *Writing Centers at the Center of Change*.
Session Types

Presentations (20 minutes + 10 minutes discussion)
Report on a study—quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, action research, reflective/theoretic—or an evidence-based pedagogical practice. The proposal should contain a precise statement of the problem or issue, followed by a description of the research method and design or the chosen theoretical concepts, the major findings, and the conclusions reached.

Interactive Workshops (90 minutes)
Workshops are an opportunity to model an innovative practice, strategy or innovation for your colleagues through collaborative hands-on activities. Proposals should clearly describe the practice you intend to feature, the aims and the overall structure of the session, as well as how you will actively engage the audience.

Roundtable Discussions (90 minutes)
Roundtable sessions are ideal for works-in-progress, pedagogical innovations, or taking up an issue of current debate in our field. One session lasts 90 Minutes and is hosted by a facilitator who firstly gives a brief introduction to the chosen topic (10 Min) and afterwards encourages an active and egalitarian discussion with of all participants. Proposals should indicate the topic of your discussion, why it would be of interest to writing center colleagues, and how you plan to engage and facilitate an active and dynamic discussion.

Posters (DIN A0)
Posters present a research content in a visual format and should invite interaction and discussion.

PechaKucha Sessions (20 images in 20 seconds for each presenter)
PechaKucha is a format, where the presenter shows 20 images for 20 seconds of commentary each (6 minutes and 40 seconds total). The images can be PowerPoint slides, or other types of visuals, accompanied by the speaker’s comments. PechaKucha presentations are suitable for presenting writing centers or experiences with the teaching and tutoring of writing.

Submission Details
Your abstract should correspond to the following criteria:

- 250-300 words
- an informative title
- information on the chosen type of session
- information on the chosen strand/subtopic
- list of relevant scholarly sources
- the names and e-mail-addresses of the contributors

English is the preferred language of the conference, but in the interest of inclusivity, the EWCA welcomes those who would feel more comfortable presenting in another language.
Further Information

The conference management tool for registration and submissions will be provided before the end of November 2019, announced via the EWCA and our associate’s listservs. Details of EWCA2020 will also be updated on the EWCA website: http://europeanwritingcenters.eu/conference.html

The final deadline for the submission of abstracts is January 6th, 2020. You will be informed about the acceptance of your contribution before February 3rd, 2020.

In case of any questions regarding conference, program or submissions, please do not hesitate to contact us via schreibzentrum@uni-graz.at!